15 ways that Jabra Engage
wireless headsets give you more,
available through ScanSource

Power customer satisfaction
Experience the latest professional wireless
headsets. Jabra Engage headsets are
engineered for people who talk to customers
throughout the day. Jabra Engage drives
customer satisfaction with a range of
features that enhance the call experience.

More call clarity
Advanced, noise-cancelling
microphone filters out noise
and enhanced speakers deliver
a superior sound experience.
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More wireless freedom
Superior wireless connection with a
range up to 150 meters/490 feet.

More focus and productivity
An integrated busylight
helps deter interruptions
from colleagues.
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More density
Up to 3x as many wireless
users can now work in the
same office space.
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More connectivity
Connect to up to 5 devices**, including
desk phone, softphone, smartphone and
tablet. Plus you can use your headset
outside the office by connecting it directly
to the PC with a USB cable.

More talk time
Offers up to 13 hours of talk time.*
Fast charging powers headset to
40% in 30 minutes. Also offers
emergency charging.

More security
Safeguard calls with a highly secure
wireless headset that goes beyond
DECT Level C.
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More plug-and-play
Easy to deploy and use
with intuitive controls.

More comfort
Lightweight, comfortable designs with
superior hearing protection for all-day use.
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More choice
Choose from Engage 65 or Engage 75;
both offer stereo, mono, and convertible
models.

Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity
ScanSource is a leading global
distributor of collaboration solutions.
As your one-stop shop for all things UC,
we can ensure your headsets are part of
a single, compatible solution.
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Demo program
ScanSource sells only top-quality
technology, so of course we’re eager
to get it in your hands—and your
customers’. Our demo program now
includes the new Engage headset.
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Stocked and ready to roll
ScanSource’s 600,000-square-foot
distribution center is stocked with the
latest Jabra solutions, meaning we get
them on the way to your customer
lightning-fast.

Prompt, comprehensive assistance
Our dedicated Jabra team can help you
with deals, special pricing, training, demo
gear, and more. You can contact us anytime
at jabra@scansource.com.
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Engage with Jabra
through ScanSource
To get answers to questions, sales advice, or demo kits,
ScanSource partners can reach out to our supplier
business manager and business development manager
by emailing jabra@scansource.com.
* Jabra Engage 75/65 Stereo and mono versions.
** Jabra Engage 75 connects to up to 5 devices (desk phone, softphone, analog phone, and 2 		
Bluetooth devices); Jabra Engage 65 connects to up to 2 devices (desk phone and softphone).

jabra.com/Engage | ScanSource.com/JabraEngage

eCommerce site for rapid online ordering
You don’t have to fill in a paper form or place
a call to get Jabra headsets speeding toward
your customers. Just visit our eCommerce site
and follow the prompts from there!

